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PC10P: 

MRGSHHHHHHGSGDLAPQMLRELQETNAALQDVRELLRQQVKEITFLKNTVMESDASGTSYRDPMGAGAGAGPEG

AGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEG

AGAGAGPEGARMPTSGSGDL APQMLRE LQETNAA LQDVRELLRQQVKE ITFLKNT VMESDASGKLN 

PC30P: 

MRGSHHHHHHGSGDLAPQMLRELQETNAALQDVRELLRQQVKEITFLKNTVMESDASGTSYRDPMGAGAGAGPEG 

AGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEG

AGAGAGPEGARMPTSYRDPMGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAG

PEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGARMPTSYRDPMGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGA

GAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGAGAGAGPEGARM

PTSGSGDLAPQMLRELQETNAALQDVRELLRQQVKEITFLKNTVMESDASGKLN 

Figure S1.  Protein sequences for PC10P and PC30P. 

 

Figure S2.  SDS-PAGE gels for PC10P and PC30P protein synthesis.  (1) Molecular weight standards; (2) 

PC10P column flow through; (3) PC10P column wash with 8 M urea, pH 6.5; (4) pure PC10P product; (5) 

PC10P crude cell lysate; (6) PC30P column flow through; (7) PC30P column wash with 8 M urea, pH 6.5; (8) 

pure PC30P product; (9) PC30P crude cell lysate.  Protein bands for this class of telechelic proteins are 

observed at roughly double their actual molecular weights.
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Table S1.  Protein molecular weights measured by MALDI.   

 PC10P PC30P 

Measured Molecular Weight (g/mol) 20,485 36,561 

Calculated Molecular Weight (g/mol) 20,472 36,565 

 

 

Figure S3.  Time decay and recovery of mechanical properties for PC30P under large amplitude 

oscillatory shear.  Measurements were performed at 1 rad/s.  LAOS was performed for 15 minutes at 

the indicated strain amplitude, and recovery was conducted for 15 minutes at 0.1% strain amplitude. 



 

 

 

Figure S4.  Shear thinning behavior of PC30P with varying gap thickness.  (a) G’; (b) G”; (c) Stress.  While 

a slight decrease in the moduli with decreasing gap thickness is observed, the linear viscoelastic regime 

indicates that the gels are in all cases elastic solids with no slip, suggesting that this drop is due to 

structural rearrangements induced by pressing the gel to form the very thin gap.  The shape of the 

curves remains nearly identical for all gaps, indicating that the nonlinear materials properties are 

independent of gap thickness and that wall slip does not play a significant role in the yielding behavior.  

Experiment was performed with 25 mm parallel plates at 25 °C using a frequency of 1 rad/s, in contrast 

to the cone and plate geometry used for data presented in Figure 2. 

 


